EXPLORE OUTDOORS
A BLUE STAR FAMILIES NATURE SCAVENGER HUNT

CAN YOU FIND SOMETHING...

- tiny
- tall
- manmade
- an animal made
- that makes noise
- beautiful
- green
- twisted
- thin
- hard
- soft
- with feet
- with wings
- with a tail
- wet
- fuzzy
- rough
- soft
- that sparkles
- heart shaped
- with a scent
- a tree dropped
- a person dropped
- you consider a treasure
- that makes you smile

Your Name: __________________________
The Date of Your Adventure: __________________________
Where You Found all These Remarkable Things: __________________________
Share a Photo of Your Outdoor Adventure!
#BlueStarSummer  #BlueStarFamilies  #BlueStarParks

To find more resources like this, join Blue Star Families at www.bluestarfam.org/join